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The Holy Spirit, the key to supernatural living [Bill Bright] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Dr. Bright shares how being controlled by the Holy Spirit is the secret to freedom in Christ and vibrant Christian living.

Larry Sparks Hunger and humility are important qualities in church leadership. Istockphoto-kryczka Recently,
while watching an old video clip of Kathryn Kuhlman addressing an audience of students at ORU, I was
awestruck by how she opened the service. It was her prayer that really stirred my spirit. This general of the
faith who is renown for her powerful, miraculous healing ministry let me in on the secret of her supernatural
success. She introduced the service with prayer, and cried outâ€”"No one in the whole world is as hungry for
more than the one who is speaking this morningâ€¦every atom of my being is crying out for more. There is so
much more. Though she unceasingly celebrated what God did and was doing, she also lived with a very
healthy degree of tension that caused her to contend for every bit of "more" that God had made available
through the indwelling Presence of the Holy Spirit. When given a moment to reflect upon the leaders and
spiritual pioneers who have most radically impacted my life, these two categories come up time and time
again as common denominators. Let me give you three examples of contemporary spiritual leaders who
exemplify these essential traits, along with three characteristics we can learn from their approach to God,
ministry and revival. Get Spirit-filled content delivered right to your inbox! Click here to subscribe to our
newsletter. Do you know what I enjoy most about attending services out at Bethel? Not merely the music,
although it is outstanding. Bethel, more than just a culture of the supernatural and miracles, is first and
foremost a culture of extravagant Jesus-focused worship and senior leader, Bill Johnson, intentionally sets the
tone. Watch their services â€” and catch a glimpse of Bill during worship. No, of course the aim of worship is
not to look around at other people and peek at what they are doing. I understand there are logistics that we
must be aware of, and final sermon preparation details to be mindful of. At the same time, people like Bill
Johnson are so encouraging to watch during worship because as leaders, they demonstrate humility and
hungerâ€”and invite others into the same encounter with God. They are extravagant and wasteful with their
worship. It is not for show; it is expressed out of a place of deep, raw intimacy with Jesus. Bill is always
engaged, not out of duty or obligation, but just by watching him, you know that he recognizes there is more to
God than he is currently experiencing and he is quite satisfied devoting the rest of his life to pressing in for
more. Humble and hungry for sure. Kilpatrick was a desperate, spiritually hungry manâ€”he still is. In the
days leading up to the revival, he would go out to the church in the middle of the night, sprawl out across the
pews, and cry out in desperation for revival. He knew that there was more of God available and was
dissatisfied living below everything that was accessible through the Holy Spirit. He pressed in, persevered,
and as a result, experienced one of the greatest revivals to ever hit American soil. His church today in Daphne,
AL is still enjoying the fruit of that outpouring, as waves of renewal washed in again back in July of , when
the Bay of the Holy Spirit revival broke out, Delia Knox was miraculous raised up out of her wheelchair, and
countless lives since have been saved, healed, and delivered by the power of the living Christ. Their desire for
more of God sent them down to Argentina to receive prayer and impartation from Pastor Claudio Freidzon,
who had been living in a sustained culture of revival and outpouring. What I love about the Arnotts is that they
were more than willing to humble themselves and recognize that maybe, just maybe they did not have a corner
on the God marketâ€”and they could actually learn from someone else. What does this mean to us? We need
to be honest with ourselves, our spiritual conditions, and the condition of our churches and ministries. If we
feel dry, dead, depleted, and running out of steam, we need to begin taking inventoryâ€”just as the Arnotts
didâ€”and come up with an action plan. While traveling to a different geography is surely not a cure all, I do
believe one powerful way to ignite the fires of revival in our lives and in our communities is by connecting
ourselves with what God is doing elsewhere. Otherwise, consider the opposite: Living focused on what we
perceive is not happening in our midst. The rest, as they say, is history. The Toronto Blessing, I believe, is one
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of the most significant and sustained revivals in modern history. Without a doubt, it is still continuing and in a
larger capacity than ever before as the fire of revival has gone global. This does not advocate Christians living
from meeting to meeting, conference to conference, and event to event. At the same time, there is no maturity
when we continue to slug along in the tired trenches of daily ministry, feeling drained and burnt out, when, in
fact, there are places and people who are experiencing dynamic, authentic spiritual renewal. At the same time,
there is a humility in recognizing that we do not know everything there is to know about our Great God, and
there is still much to discover about His supernatural activity. Sometimes, visiting a place where God is
moving simply opens our eyes to what is possible in our churches, our cities, our communities. Think about
Wales in Consider Azusa Street back in People flocked to these spiritual hubs from all over the earth, and as
a result, turned the world upside down. The key is our eyes beholding the supernatural, miraculous, renewing
works of God and being exposed to the possibility that the same God Who is moving mightily in point A,
desires to likewise move in point B. He is no respecter of persons, or places. The key is not simply catching it,
but carrying it. In conclusion, humility is what takes us to places where God is moving in ways we have never
experienced; hunger is what positions us to actually experience the same realities in our lives, our ministries,
our communities, and our regions. Humility recognizes that there is more; hunger does something about it.
Hunger sprawls out across the pews, crying out for the rain of revival to be released. Hunger across the globe
for prayer and impartation. Hunger studies Scripture with prayerful expectation that what God said He is well
able and willing to perform. Humility honestly recognizes that there is more to God than we are presently
experiencing. In addition to serving as the director of curriculum resources for Destiny Image Publishers,
Larry is president and founder of Equip Culture Ministriesâ€”an organization that equips believers to
experience a life of sustained victory through the supernatural power of the Holy Spirit. Help Charisma stay
strong for years to come as we report on life in the Spirit. Click here to keep us strong!
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Chapter 2 : This Is the Key to Living a Supernatural Life â€” Charisma Magazine
"The Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Christ, who has been sent from God to guide and empower us. The Holy Spirit is the risen
Christ living within us. He is the key to our supernatural adventure with God as a way of life. (Bill Bright, The Holy Spirit:
The Key to Supernatural Living, Page 16) Well thought-out book on the Holy Spirit.

But the Bible is pretty clear that every child of God can walk in the supernatural. If you know the key and use
it, the supernatural will be unlocked over your life. The Key that unlocks the Supernatural: The Key that
unlocks the supernatural, the key that unlocks every door in the supernatural is Faith. Faith is the key. If you
walk in Faith, the supernatural will be unlocked over your life. If you walk in Faith, you can receive the
impossible and do the impossible. If you walk in Faith, you can live above the natural realm. Faith is not an
Abracadabra, magical word that works only for a few or it will work only when you get the right formula.
Faith is belief or confidence or trust in God. Faith is the bridge that connects the natural realm to the
supernatural realm where God exists. Faith is not seeing; Faith is believing before seeing. Faith is seeing what
you cannot see. Faith is not intellectual, Faith is believing in your heart. Faith is not hope and thereby it is not
in the future tense, Faith is NOW. Faith is active only when you are intimately connected with God. Intimacy
with God is the key to walk in Faith!! Everything is possible for the one who believes. People have this
practice of getting saved by faith in the work of Jesus and then trying to live life on their own terms. We are
not just saved by Faith, we have been called to live by Faith. You start by believing in Jesus, you must live by
believing in Jesus and you must die believing in Jesus. First, You must believe that God is not a Liar. If He
has said something, then that settles it. No arguments, No dissecting His promisesâ€¦If you believe, they will
manifest in your life. Breaking the Chains and letting the people free: We have been taught and we firmly
believe that we must do this and that to get Big Faith. Wowâ€¦You just need a mustard seed faith to move a
mountain. You may ask-Then why nothing is happening in my life?? It is because you have more doubt or
unbelief or fear. You have Faith but it will be cancelled out if you have doubt, unbelief or fear. Consider
this-Faith is positive and all the other three are negative. So if you have 5 Faith and -5 unbelief or Fear, it will
cancel your faith. Faith is not expressed in quantity but in quality. You need quality faith. When fear and
doubt leave, boldness shows up which is the Faith activator!! Faith is a gift and you have already got it but you
must remove doubt, unbelief and fear by being intimate with God. Intimacy with God blows out the doubt and
fear in you. You can do this in three ways but encountering God is what must be done not some religious
activity- By encountering God through Intimate Prayer By encountering God and getting your mind changed
through Bible Study, Bible Meditation and Bible Confession. By encountering God through your relationships
with people who walk in the supernatural. Opening every Supernatural Door by Faith: Similarly, Faith is the
key that unlocks every door in the supernatural. Imagine that, when you get saved you enter into a Big
Bungalow. You entered the Bungalow with the Key of Faith and now the Bungalow is full of doors that are
locked. You can open it all by the Key of Faith or you can just stay in the Hallway like many Christians and
wait to get to heaven. God has given you the entire Bungalow and the key to unlock every door is in your
hands so the responsibility is on your shoulders to receive what God has already provided. The More doors
you open, the More you will experience Heaven on earth. Allow me to open a Few doors for you- Door of the
Baptism in the Spirit: The Baptism in the Spirit is accompanied with the wonderful gift of Tongues. Every
Christian can walk through this door by Faith. Key verses- Acts 1: Door of Joy and Peace: Christians have
access to Divine Joy and peace. You walk through this door and live in this realm by Faith. Key verses- Psalm
You walk through this door by faith and positioning yourself to listen to His voice. Key verse- John Door of
Healing and Miracles: Every Christian can and must heal the sick and cast out demons. You can also receive
personal healing and freedom. Key verses- 1 Peter 2: Door of Financial Blessings: Every Christian must be
blessed financially. Poverty is a curse and you are children of the Most High God not the Child of a beggar.
Supernatural Money from the Supernatural God is available. Key verses- Matthew 6: When you believe it, the
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claws of sin holding will start to open and you will walk in freedom. Key verses- Romans 6: There are many
more doors you can open by Faith. Keep pressing in to deeper levels in every door. Keep pressing in through
prayer, meditating on the particular promises again and again, then personalize them and speak them out loud
again and again. Keep pressing in by stepping out and doing what God says. The Friends of Faith: If you meet
the conditions by faith and by living right, you will get them. If you walk in doubt or fear and live in sin, you
will miss what God has already provided through Jesus. God is not going to prevent you from anything good;
you will be restricting yourself by doubt, fear and sin. Follow His conditions through grace by faith and the
supernatural will show up. For ex- If you give God first priority in your life, all your needs will be met and
blessings will follow you according to Matthew 6: The condition here is-Giving first priority to God. The
reason many Christians are defeated is because they lack perseverance. Faith is believing and perseverance is
standing in Faith. Believe and keep believing. Some promises may take time to manifest, so persevere in
Faith. I have heard of people who prayed for to people for healing but no one got healed but now they have
Healing ministries. So persevere, endureâ€¦Hang in thereâ€¦God is not a liarâ€¦Keep trusting Him! From my
personal experience, I can say that stepping into a supernatural door for the first time will be like walking on
water, it will look risky. So, take the first step of risk, then rest in His promises and live a supernatural life.
Supernatural is natural for every child of God. It is your birth right. You have been programmed to live in the
supernatural realm, start unlocking the doors and be a light to this dark world. Did this post clear the skies for
you to walk in the supernatural??? Tell usâ€¦ Written by:
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Chapter 3 : 3 Ways to Unlock the Supernatural in Your Life â€” Charisma Magazine
The Holy Spirit, the key to supernatural living. [Bill Bright] -- This book is designed to help the reader discover the joy of
being a Christian. Includes information and guides on applying and using the power of the Holy Spirit in our everyday
lives.

I set out to learn how to have the supernatural power of God flow through me. God is a supernatural God and
if it worked for me and it will work for you. The power of God is given by Him. It is not something we earn or
manipulate with a formula. It is something we learn to walk in as we learn to walk with Him. While he was
eating, a woman came in with a beautiful alabaster jar of expensive perfume made from essence of nard. She
broke open the jar and poured the perfume over his head. Why criticize her for doing such a good thing to me?
But you will not always have me. When you worship something or someone, you give everything you have to
it or them. In this case, the woman gave what her most prized possession was. If we want to see the
supernatural power of God manifested in our life, then we have to become extravagant worshipers. We must
give our most prized possession to Him. We must give our self. We must stop thinking about what others will
think of us. We must stop thinking about what is in it for us, and we need to start focusing on giving our entire
being to Jesus, body, soul, and spirit. Have any of you watched the worship at Bethel church in Redding?
Honestly, I am not impressed with some of the teaching that comes out of there but one thing you cannot fault.
They are extravagant worshipers. It is modeled by their pastor Bill Johnson. This is the reason that Bethel
church is having an out-flowing of the supernatural. Here we have another example of somebody seeking
Jesus for a supernatural outpouring in his life. This time the man needed to be healed of leprosy. This man was
willing to break the traditional and legal boundaries of the day to fall on his face before Jesus and ask for
more. There needs to come to a holy dissatisfaction with your spiritual life as it is now. Charismatic
goosebumps and small group bless me parties have to become dry and stale and not enough to satisfy your
hunger. Many people do not know the story of John Kilpatrick who was the pastor of the Brownsville
Assembly of God. He got tired of church as usual and started to go to the church and fall on his face asking
God for revival in the middle of the night. He knew that there was more to be had by himself and others
through the power of the Holy Spirit. As a result, he pressed in and persevered until one of the most significant
moves of God in the last 50 years broke out at his church. However, there is a difference between chasing
experiences and using a conference or meeting to get refocused. It opens me up to more of Him. This too is
part of the path of humility. Hunger places us in the position to experience some of those realities in our own
life. Humility recognizes that there is more of the supernatural power of God to be experienced. Hunger causes
us to do something about it. Humility honestly recognizes that there is more to God than we are presently
experiencing.
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Chapter 4 : - The Holy Spirit, the key to supernatural living by Bill Bright
I have purchased many copies of this book (The Holy Spirit; The Key to Supernatural Living) and at the direction of the
Holy Spirit given them to people that God has directed me to give.

For some reason, God has chosen to use us, His people, to be the agents through whom He will reach out and
touch the world. But in the delivery of this blessing God is wanting us to have a role. In fact, we are the Body
of Christ 1 Corinthians After all, that is what a body is for - to reveal and express a person. These things
ought not to be, and God desires to do a healing, as each part learns to submit to the Head, Jesus Christ. After
all, how far would you get if your legs did not do what your brain told them to do? The Need The world is
crying out for something more. People seek satisfaction for their souls through many things, but ultimately its
only God the Creator who can give it. People need the Lord. But people need to see that the Lord is real. Jesus
said, "Unless you people see signs and wonders, you will by no means believe" John 4: We ought to be able to
see from this just how important the manifestation of signs and wonders before unbelievers is. But God will
do these signs through people of faith. Paul said his message and preaching were not with the persuasive
words of human wisdom, but with the demonstration of the Spirit and power, that our faith may not rest in the
wisdom of men, but in the power of God 1 Corinthians 2: The modern evangelical church has adopted the
opposite strategy for the most part in the last several hundred years, encouraging people to rest their faith in
the wisdom of learned scholars, who may or may not believe in the integrity of the Scripture, and in any case,
rarely if ever manifest the power of God promised by the Scriptures. This strategy has led in many cases to a
very intellectual and cerebral approach to faith, often quite irrelevant to the felt needs of the world. I do
believe that the facts are on our side as Christians, but our major strategy is to simply demonstrate the power
and authority of the Lord as Peter, Paul and the early apostles did, rather than to attempt to provide a
philosophical proof to satisfy skeptics whose root problem is spiritual and not intellectual, in any case. Jesus
expected it when he said, "Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me, the works that I do he will do
also; and greater works than these he will do, because I go to my Father. In the last hundred years especially,
the church has begun to realise this and some have even dared to proclaim it openly. We could be disappointed
if we survey what Christendom has revealed by and large until the present time. But it is a new day in God,
and even a new century of opportunity stands before us. What we will witness in the 21st century is far beyong
all that has been known until now, especially in the magnitude of its extent. Truly, "the earth shall be filled
with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea". This will happen, I believe, in our
generation, in an unprecedented way. I myself have had occasion to put these into practice and I can assure
you that they do work. Pursue intimacy with God. The apostle John was a man who loved to be close to Jesus
and experience the anointing of God. John was involved at the Gate Beautiful when he and Peter ministered to
the crippled man, and that man began to "walk and leap and praise God" see Acts 3. If we are going to move
in the supernatural of God, we must pursue intimacy with God. This means being close to God, letting God
touch our hearts, and learning to touch the heart of God. It means listening to the promptings of the Spirit of
God and obeying them. The Bible is full of exhortations to us towards this intimacy of hearing and knowing
the voice of God, hearkening unto Him, praying without ceasing, abiding in Jesus and being full of the Holy
Spirit, with the Word of God and the praises of God continually upon our lips. This intimacy is the true
meaning of the phrase "knowing" God. It is direct contact with God we must pursue - its not enough to read a
report of what He has done or know about Him. God wants us to know Him in this way. How do you become
intimate with God? One of the major keys to intimacy is self-disclosure. In an intimate marriage, a man and a
women disclose everything about themselves to the partner. Likewise, in intimacy with God, we must expose
everything about us to God. It means telling the Lord our hopes, dreams, fears - and our sins. God will wash
away our sins if we confess them to Him in the light of His presence. The more we open our heart to God in
prayer, the more He will begin to open His heart to us. God has secrets to share with us, but we will only hear
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them if we walk with God, respect Him, and seek to please Him on a day by day basis. Holding onto wrong
things after God has spoken will limit our inimacy with God. Rebellion against God is a reflection of pride.
But "the Lord knows the proud from afar" and that is where he keeps them. The opposite of pride is humility.
Humility recognises who we are and who God is. A humble person will therefore yield to God, obey God. A
humble person, in recognising who God is, will praise God, and will adore God. Worship is the vital key to
truly knowing the voice of the Lord. When we are occupied with fulfilling our own desires, we usually miss
the intimacy with God that could have been possible. It helps us only to know about Him. All this is
foundational to learning to move in the supernatural. If we ever move away from this base of doing things out
of relationship to the Lord, we have strayed from the path of life and must turn back to our first love. No
amount of works done or even miracles performed in His name will satisfy the heart of God concerning us,
when our hearts are not truly given over to Him. Its similar to the scenario of a wife dutifuly perfoming
household duties for her husband and family while secretly wishing she was out of the marriage, because she
really loves someone or something else. God help us to keep a vision and a revelation of the love of God for
us. Why is this key important for moving in the supernatural? To move in the supernatural of God most
effectively, we should seek to be as Jesus, who "only did what He saw the Father doing" John 5: Intimacy with
God empowers us to see what the Father is doing and do likewise. Praying publicly for people whose hearts
are not prepared to receive from God will often do more harm than good, because it may confirm them in their
unbelief. By knowing God and being sensitive to the leading of His Holy Spirit , we can perceive on whom the
Spirit of God is moving and then minister to them. This is but the first of several keys to moving in the
supernatural power of God, but it is foundational to all of them. God willing, I will write soon on the others,
which include:
Chapter 5 : Keys to Moving in the Supernatural of God | Christian Faith
The Holy Spirit, the key to supernatural living by Bill Bright, , Campus Crusade for Christ International, Here's Life
Publishers edition, in English.

Chapter 6 : The Key that unlocks the Supernatural
Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's fulfillment
centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products.

Chapter 7 : The Holy Spirit : The Key to Supernatural Living | eBay
Dr. Bright shares how being controlled by the Holy Spirit is the secret to freedom in Christ and vibrant Christian living.
Let him show you how to receive for giveness, appropriate the Holy Spirt's power, and enter into the abundant Christian
life.

Chapter 8 : The Holy Spirit, the key to supernatural living ( edition) | Open Library
In fact, intimacy with the Holy Spirit is the key to living a supernatural life. Jesus told us, "But when the Spirit of truth
comes, He will guide you into all truth. For He will not speak on His.

Chapter 9 : The Holy Spirit: The Key to Supernatural Living by Bill Bright
In Living Naturally Supernatural, you will discover the keys to living and walking by the Spirit. I can guarantee that! You
will need to practice turning to Him throughout the day to make this effective and life-giving.
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